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Abstract
Despite the frequent utilization of biomarkers in medical practice, there is a relative paucity of
information regarding validated pediatric biomarkers. Frequently, biomarkers found to be
efficacious in adults are extrapolated to the pediatric clinical setting without considering that the
pathogenesis of many diseases is distinctly different in children, and ontogeny directly influences
disease evolution and therapeutic response in children. New and innovative approaches are
necessary to provide reliable, validated biomarkers that can be used to improve and advance
pediatric medical care.
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Use of biomarkers in children
In clinical practice, validated biomarkers serve as invaluable tools to aid in understanding
the etiology, diagnosis, progression, regression and treatment response of a disease [1,2].
These biologic surrogates allow for less invasive medical testing when monitoring a disease
process, and can result in cost savings and improved patient care. Furthermore, the potential
value of validated biomarkers in drug development and assessing pharmacodynamic
response has been recognized [2,3]. The achievable benefits are readily apparent; however,
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currently, available data on validated biomarkers in the pediatric population are limited [4].
Despite a paucity of information regarding biomarkers specific to children, their utility is
evident, as their use is integrated into everyday practice of the pediatrician. Every time
blood is sampled to assess for lead toxicity [5], or white blood cell count and C-reactive
protein are obtained during the initial evaluation of a bacterial infection in a febrile child [6],
or HbA1c is measured to assess glycemic control in a diabetic patient [7], biologic
surrogates are being utilized to assess pediatric disease processes and direct the plan of care.

There are multiple approaches when considering pediatric biomarkers. A more traditional
approach utilizes well-established adult biomarkers and directly applies the data to children.
This approach is analogous to the drug development process in which a drug is developed
for an adult disease, studied in adult patients and then investigated for its potential use in
children. In this review, we propose an alternative – a comprehensive, pediatric approach in
which the pathophysiology of pediatric diseases and ontogeny of children are fundamental
to the development of biomarkers specific to pediatric disease. In presenting our case, we
examine the impact of ontogeny on commonly utilized biomarkers and identify potential
limitations of applying adult biomarkers to children. In particular, we explore challenges
related to genomic research in children and provide examples of specific challenges that
arise when assessing heterogeneous disease processes in children. Finally, we offer possible
solutions for the future discovery of novel biomarkers of pediatric disease.

Consideration of growth & development is critical for pediatric biomarker
development & validation

From birth to 18 years of age, each healthy child's visit to the pediatrician begins with the
collection of anthropometric measurements that are plotted on a growth chart [101] allowing
for continuous tracking of growth over time. This seemingly mundane procedure provides a
plethora of information to the practicing physician, including a rapid evaluation of the
growth of a single child throughout his/her childhood. These nonlinear plotted growth
curves represent the complex and nonlinear changes that occur during pediatric
development.

Human development is recognized as a complex process directly impacting the care required
by children, as ontogeny influences everything from organ function to drug disposition and
clinical response to therapy [8]. Although obvious when examining a 34-week-old
premature infant as compared with a 17-year-old high school football player, these
physiologic changes that occur during a child's maturation must be accounted for when
considering the utilization of biomarkers in pediatric clinical practice as one size does not fit
all.

The impact of ontogeny on physiologic processes is exemplified by considering renal
function in the pediatric population. Serum creatinine serves as a widely accepted biomarker
for estimating glomerular filtration rate (GFR) and renal function [9,10]. Although
nephrogenesis is complete by 36 weeks gestational age, renal development continues in the
postnatal period with several physiologic changes occurring weeks to months following
birth [11]. Renal blood flow dramatically increases in the immediate postnatal period as
cardiac output increases and renal vascular resistance decreases, leading to an increase in
GFR in the first week of life. The immaturity of cortical nephrons at birth results in a
reduced GFR; however, as nephrons develop, GFR doubles by 1 week of age and achieves
adult values by 1 year of age. Active tubular function also develops postnatally and
approaches adult values by 1 year of age [12]. Prematurity further complicates the process,
resulting in a more prolonged course of renal development when compared with the term
infant. As these physiologic changes occur over the course of human development, the
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norms of serum creatinine also change [13]. At birth, serum creatinine levels are elevated,
reflecting both maternal and infant concentrations, and subsequently decrease postnatally
resulting in childhood normative values being significantly lower when compared with adult
values. Thus, the norms for each age must be recognized when utilizing serum creatinine as
a marker for renal function to accurately interpret the data (Figure 1) [14]. These well-
described changes in kidney development illustrate the importance of considering human
maturation when utilizing and interpreting seemingly simple biomarkers in children. Thus,
as novel biomarkers such as NGAL and KIM-1 are currently being evaluated for clinical use
to assess acute kidney injury in neonates and children, application of the basic understanding
of renal maturation is critical [15].

Adult biomarkers for pediatric diseases: not always the answer
All too commonly, the development of biomarkers originates in the adult population and is
later applied to children. Not until then, is it recognized that the standard or reference range
applied to a grown individual is not applicable to a child. Several laboratory tests obtained
routinely both in the adult and pediatric patient are recognized as being age-dependent (Box
1). The extent of biological profile variation spanning the age continuum goes unrecognized
if biomarker evaluation is limited to adults. For instance, γ-glutamyltransferase is an enzyme
monitored in diseases of hepatobiliary dysfunction, including cholangitis, cholecysitis or
biliary atresia. Although use of γ-glutamyltransferase in the adult clinical setting has
occurred since the 1960s, recognition that normal levels of γ-glutamyltransferase in neonates
and young children were several times that of adult levels did not occur for another decade
[16].

The importance of recognizing age-related changes in biologic surrogates is illustrated when
considering anemia, which is a common childhood disease. Hemoglobin values are routinely
obtained during the initial evaluation of anemia and results are interpreted using accepted
age-dependent reference ranges. These values reveal that normative hemoglobin values in
younger children are lower as compared with adolescent and adult values [17]. Without
these defined age-related hemoglobin values, the inaccurate diagnosis of anemia in a young
child would be commonplace. Thus, recognizing these age-associated changes is critical for
understanding pediatric disease processes. The importance of this fundamental principle is
further illustrated by the results of a recent re-evaluation of serum alanine aminotransferase
levels in children <5 years of age. A total of 5011 alanine aminotransferase measurements
were made in 1293 hepatitis C virus-uninfected children, and the data revealed that alanine
aminotransferase levels decreased with increasing age, were lower in girls compared with
boys, and increased with increasing weight z-scores [18], reinforcing the need for reference
ranges to take into consideration not only age, but also sex and weight in pediatric
populations.

The assessment of hypertension in children is a relatively new phenomenon with the first
pediatric hypertension task force established in 1977 [19]. Even the relatively simplistic
undertaking of interpreting blood pressure to identify hypertension is complicated in
children as age, gender and height are directly associated with normative blood pressure
values and must be considered when interpreting data. For example, the systolic blood
pressure defining the 95th percentile among 1-year-old males is 98 mmHg for children at the
5th percentile for height and 106 mmHg for children at the 95th percentile for height.
Among males aged 8 years, who are usually prepubertal, these numbers increase to 111 and
120 mmHg for males at the 5th and 95th percentile for height, respectively. Among 17-year-
old males (most commonly postpubertal), these numbers increase again to 131 mmHg for
males at the 5th percentile for height and to 140 mmHg for males at the 95th percentile [19].
Similar age- and height-dependent changes in blood pressure norms are observed among
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female children. Disturbed blood pressure homeostasis is a complication of many disease
processes, including diabetes mellitus, and interpretation of disease severity must take into
consideration age-related changes in norms.

As demonstrated above, an important concern regarding biomarkers discovered,
characterized and validated in the context of a disease process in adults and subsequently
applied to children with a nominally similar disease is the assumption that disease
pathogenesis is similar unless proven otherwise. Certainly, the reality is that many diseases
in children have relatively lower prevalence than the corresponding adult disease and,
therefore, targeted investigations in children require collaborative efforts among multiple
pediatric health centers to enroll a sufficiently large study population. Nevertheless, such
efforts are essential, as absence of evidence is not evidence of absence of differences
between children and adults. For example, early age of onset for asthma, inflammatory
bowel disease (IBD) or juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA) in children should at least suggest
that different pathogenic mechanisms might be operative relative to adult-onset asthma, IBD
or rheumatoid arthritis. For example, childhood-onset asthma, defined as disease
development before 16 years of age, occurs more frequently in boys compared with girls and
is often associated with atopy, whereas adult-onset asthma develops in middle age and is
more common in females compared with males; replicated genetic associations are
consistent with differences in disease phenotypes as discussed further below [20]. Likewise,
current evidence indicates that pancolitis is observed in approximately 60–70% of children
with ulcerative colitis compared with 20–30% in adults. In addition, the younger the patient
with Crohn's disease, the more likely the patient is to have colonic disease, a relationship
that appears to hold true until approximately 10 years of age [21]. Similarly, uveitis is much
more frequently a complication in JIA compared with adults. Whereas rheumatoid factor is
positive in 80–85% of adults with rheumatoid arthritis, it is only positive in approximately
5% of JIA patients, and rarely in children less than 10 years of age [22].

The limited capabilities of pediatric patients to cooperate with physicians' commands during
examination or to verbally quantify symptoms that coincide with disease severity cannot be
overlooked. Asthma is one of the most common diseases in pediatrics, with a prevalence of
nearly 10% in children ranging from 0–17 years of age [23]. Spirometry serves as a common
method utilized in the evaluation and tracking of pulmonary function, and accepted
reference ranges have been standardized that are based on sex, age, race and anthropometric
data [24]. However, in children less than 8 years of age, no such standard reference is
available [25], and data are often extrapolated to this younger age group with the potential
for data inaccuracy and misinterpretation. Patient cooperation is imperative for accurate
results, making the task more challenging and offering an area in dire need for age-
appropriate biomarkers to characterize disease.

The pathogenesis of disease is often different in children
Rather than expending time and resources to test a null hypothesis that a pediatric disease is
not significantly different than the corresponding adult disease, a much more efficient
strategy is to focus on characterizing the mechanisms involved in the pathogenesis of
pediatric disease. The intent of these investigations would be to compare processes at a
molecular level to determine the suitability of biomarkers and therapeutic interventions
approved for the adult disease, or for uncovering novel pathways in the pediatric disease and
the potential for the development of novel therapies via repurposing strategies through
programs such as the Therapeutics for Rare and Neglected Diseases (TRND) program at the
NIH [102]. For example, recent investigations have begun to explore the use of gene
expression profiles in accessible cells as biomarkers for the molecular classification of
pediatric disease subtypes, as has been described using peripheral blood mononuclear cells
obtained from patients with JIA [26,27]. In addition to the potential to refine disease
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diagnosis, investigations of biomarkers derived from gene expression profiling may also
provide novel insights into the processes involved in drug response. In the case of JIA,
available data suggest that differences in gene expression profiles between children in
remission and those with active disease are minimal, implying that clinical remission in this
disease is a state of homeostasis that does not involve a return of the perturbations in pro-
and anti-inflammatory genes to a normal state [27]. This observation, if confirmed and
validated, has clear implications for the utility of cytokine levels as biomarkers for assessing
disease severity and response to treatment.

The reliance on biomarkers to inform diagnosis and monitor the response to treatment in
children is further complicated by the fact that some diseases are unique to children and
have no close adult correlate. For example, neonatal intensive care units must treat a variety
of conditions related to premature birth or the consequences of abnormal development, such
as bronchopulmonary dysplasia, persistent pulmonary hypertension of the newborn, patent
ductus arteriosus and necrotizing enterocolitis. Likewise, several cancers, such as acute
lymphoblastic anemia, Wilm's tumor and neuroblastoma, as well as diseases, such as
Kawasaki disease, are encountered almost exclusively in children and rarely, if at all, in
adults. Thus, it is extremely unlikely that a biomarker useful for the diagnosis of one of
these diseases or to assess response to therapeutic intervention will arise from any initiative
in adults, and will instead rely upon investigations that are targeted to a pediatric population
suffering from the specific disease of interest. As is discussed in more detail below, research
efforts in this area are intensifying, and although the results provide valuable insights into
disease pathogenesis, they also raise new issues unique to children.

Genomic markers of disease in children
The application of pharmacogenomic markers in pediatrics can be complex and challenging,
as highlighted in a recent review [28]. One of the biggest challenges facing the application
of genomic tools to pediatric disease is the relatively low incidence rate of these disorders in
children (e.g., hypertension, IBD and Type II diabetes). As a consequence, multicenter
collaborations are necessary to enroll sufficiently large study populations of affected
children to form both discovery and validation datasets to adequately power genome-wide
association studies (GWAS). Kawasaki disease, an inflammatory vasculitic disease in
children with a propensity for coronary artery damage that may have serious cardiovascular
sequelae later in life, illustrates the inherent difficulties in studying diseases primarily
restricted to children. For example, the first GWAS of Kawasaki disease consisted of a
discovery cohort of 119 cases and 135 controls recruited from medical centers in one
country (The Netherlands), followed by a replication cohort of 893 Kawasaki disease cases
drawn from multiple centers in three countries (Australia, the UK and the USA) [29]. A
second GWAS involved a discovery cohort of 250 Kawasaki disease cases recruited at a
single medical center in Taiwan, followed by a validation cohort of 208 cases recruited from
five medical centers in Taiwan [30]. For each of these studies, multicenter efforts resulted in
study populations that can be considered rather small compared with GWAS of complex
diseases in adults. On the other hand, collaboration through multicenter disease-specific
networks, such as the Children's Oncology Group (COG), allows much larger sample sizes
(n = 1625 cases) to be compiled for even relatively rare diseases, as recently reported for a
GWAS of neuroblastoma [31]. Clearly, similar concerns do not apply to more prevalent
diseases, such as childhood obesity, where it is possible to recruit adequate study
populations (>1000) at a single center [32]. Childhood diseases with relatively high
prevalence worldwide, such as asthma, have sufficiently large sample sizes such that the
development of multinational consortia leads to data providing important insights into
disease pathogenesis, and in particular, mechanisms by which the pediatric disease may
differ from adult-onset disease [20]. However, even in the setting of a common pediatric
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disease such as asthma, phenotypic expression of disease must be considered when
evaluating potential genomic markers.

An additional challenge for genomic studies in children is the availability of appropriate
control samples. For GWAS, the sequence of genomic DNA is considered invariant with
age, and various strategies have been applied to collect DNA samples that can be used as
controls for pediatric investigations. For example, control samples for the Kawasaki disease
GWAS were comprised of adult blood donors from the same geographical region as the
cases in the Caucasian study [29], and randomly selected samples from the Taiwan Han
Chinese Cell and Genome Bank for the Han Chinese study [30]. A preferred option is the
use of pediatric samples that are matched for multiple factors (e.g., demographics such as
ethnic diversity and other relevant characteristics) representative of the pediatric population
from which the disease cohort is drawn. Access to pediatric control samples requires the
development of large repositories, such as the pediatric repository established by the Center
for Applied Genomics, at The Children's Hospital of Philadelphia (PA, USA) [32]. These
pediatric repositories are accompanied by several ethical issues that are not necessarily
encountered when establishing repositories of biological samples derived from adults. These
issues include, but are not limited to, parental versus child consent/assent, increasing
autonomy of the child with age, long-term retention of samples for future research, impact
of ancillary genetic information on family members, as well as predisposition to adult-onset
disease and threat of discrimination upon future application for life or disability insurance
[33,34].

Although modest sample sizes for less common diseases of childhood may limit power to
detect associations, such studies are critical as a preliminary step to provide more targeted
treatment for children, provide important new insights into factors related to disease risk,
and contribute to the identification of gene pathways and networks involved in disease
pathogenesis. There have been several significant advances in this area [20,35]. A GWAS of
Kawasaki disease identified a set of biologically plausible, functionally inter-related genes
associated with disease susceptibility [29]. As an infectious trigger of Kawasaki disease has
been implicated but remains elusive, identification of LNX1, encoding a protein ligand of the
coxsackievirus and adenovirus receptor, provides a compelling hypothesis for disease
pathogenesis given that development of myocarditis is associated with coxsackievirus.
Conducting GWAS in patients with early onset disease has been implemented as a strategy
for identifying novel genes in asthma [36] and pediatric IBD [37]. In the context of asthma,
the original observation of an association between genetic variation in ORMDL3 and
childhood-onset asthma [36] has been extended to an adjacent locus, GSDMB [38], and
replicated in additional studies [39,40]. It is now apparent from a large consortium-based
investigation involving 10,365 physician-diagnosed cases of asthma and 16,110 unaffected
individuals matched for ancestry that ORDML3/GSDMB variants are only associated with
childhood-onset asthma, whereas extended haplotypes encompassing HLA-DQ and -DR are
associated with adult-onset disease [20]. It is reasonable to expect that drug discovery efforts
targeting cellular pathways involving ORDML3 and GSDMB may lead to more effective
therapeutic strategies for asthma in children.

Ontogeny & assessment of pharmacogenomic biomarkers in children
When considering the integration of pharmacogenomics to improve drug therapy in
children, it is important to recognize that an individual's genotype does not change during
his or her lifetime. However, phenotypes do change during growth and development, and
developmental changes in the expression of genes involved in drug disposition and response
are added to all the other factors – genetic and environmental, among others – governing
variability in drug response in adults. This latter point is particularly relevant when
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attempting to apply adult experience to children. For example, genotype–phenotype
relationships anticipated based on adult experience may not be fully apparent until the gene
product is fully expressed. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect an increased risk of
concentration-dependent toxicity early in life if the primary eliminating pathway (inferred
from studies in adults) is subject to delayed maturation. Likewise, there is a risk of
therapeutic failure in young children in whom the activity of clearance pathways may be
increased and dosing strategies do not take ontogeny into consideration. Furthermore,
variability in drug response or therapeutic failure in children may also derive from
developmental changes in the expression of the cellular pathway targeted by the therapeutic
intervention.

There are very few genes involved in drug absorption, distribution, metabolism and
excretion for which the relative contributions of ontogeny and genetic variation have been
thoroughly investigated. One of the best examples is CYP2D6, for which both in vitro [41]
and in vivo [42] data indicate that genetic variation is more important than ontogeny beyond
the first month of life. In neonatal settings, however, both ontogeny and genetic variation
contribute to inter-individual variability in the disposition of CYP2D6 substrates, such as
tramadol, while functional CYP2D6 activity is being acquired postnatally concurrent with
maturation of other systems, such as renal function [43]. Data from studies investigating
changes in genotype–phenotype relationships during growth and development are useful for
identifying key issues related to sources of variability in drug disposition and response in
children. As a recent example, we have proposed a pharmacogenomics-aided study design to
efficiently characterize population variability in children of different ages for components of
over-the-counter cough and cold remedies, many of which (e.g., chlorpheniramine,
dextromethorphan and diphenhydramine) are substrates for CYP2D6 [44]. Obtaining similar
data for other cytochrome P450 pathways is dependent upon the availability of phenotyping
probes suitable for use in children of all ages. However, children present unique challenges
related to availability of oral formulations, erratic drug absorption, permissible number of
blood samples and ethical considerations related to nontherapeutic drug use that are not
experienced in adult studies [45].

The challenges of directly extrapolating adult pharmacogenomic experience to pediatrics are
illustrated by two examples of current high priority/visibility in the adult community. On 16
August 2007, the product monograph for warfarin was updated to include suggested starting
doses for patients 18 years of age and older based on individual patient genotype data [103].
In adults, data from multiple studies indicate that variation in CYP2C9 and VKORC1
combined accounts for approximately 40% of the variability in warfarin dose, whereas age
accounts for approximately 10% of variability [46]. By contrast, the only pediatric study to
date was more limited in scope (a total of 59 patients) and reported that almost 30% of dose
variation in children was accounted for by age, with the CYP2C9 and VKORC1 genotypes
together accounting for <5% of variability [47]. Factors contributing to this relatively large
age effect are not completely understood, but warfarin dosage requirements expressed on a
mg/kg basis have been reported to decline with age between infancy and adolescence [48]. It
has been proposed that weight-corrected differences in the clearance of unbound S-warfarin
is a function of a larger ratio of liver mass:total body mass in prepubertal children relative to
adolescents and adults [49]. The ratio of liver mass:total body mass does appear to be higher
in young children, peaking between 2–4 years of age and declining to adult levels in
adolescence; a similar phenomenon is observed with kidney mass (Figure 2). However, it is
also important to note that developmental changes in the physiology of hemostasis are also
present [50] and affect the pharmacodynamics of other anticoagulants as well [51]. The
situation with warfarin is illustrative of the need to not rely too heavily on adult experience
when introducing pharmacogenomics into pediatric clinical practice.
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A similar situation exists for CYP2C19 and response to clopidogrel. The ontogeny of
CYP2C19 has been reasonably well characterized, both in vitro [52] and in vivo [53,54], and
the disposition of CYP2C19 substrates, such as pantoprazole, after intravenous
administration to children 2–16 years of age, appears comparable to that observed in adults
[53]. However, when one considers newborns and infants, pantoprazole clearance in patients
genotyped as CYP2C19 poor metabolizers is indistinguishable from the rest of the
population, reflecting CYP2C19 ontogeny early in postnatal life [54]. Furthermore, platelets
from young children are hyporesponsive to stimulation by physiologically relevant agonists
relative to adults and, therefore, a lower clopidogrel dose is required than would be
predicted from adult experience [55]. Thus, on the basis of these developmental factors
related to both drug disposition and response, one can expect difficulties in applying adult
clopidogrel pharmacogenomic experience to children [56].

Ethical concerns related to nontherapeutic administration of medications to children limit
investigations to patient populations being treated with the compounds of interest, or who
can reasonably be expected to be treated with the drug class. This is in marked contrast to
the situation in adults where it is not uncommon for pharmacogenomic investigations to be
conducted in healthy volunteers so that the effect of genotype on dose–exposure
relationships can be assessed in the absence of confounding influences, such as disease and
concurrently administered drugs. As an example, the SLCO1B1 521T>C and -11187G>A
variants are associated with increased systemic exposure to pravastatin in healthy adult
volunteers [57]. In children treated with pravastatin for familial hypercholesterolemia, no
statistically significant differences in systemic exposure as measured by area under the curve
(AUC) were observed in the presence of the variant 521T>C allele alone, and the
−11187G>A variant was associated with a 74% decrease in AUC [58]. The SLCO1B1
521T>C allele was associated with a marginally significant (62%; p = 0.055) lower AUC in
pediatric cardiac transplant patients, a result that is confounded in this population by
concomitant administration of cyclosporine, an inhibitor of SLCO1B1 activity. Although
these results have not been replicated in other pediatric studies, they imply that
pharmacogenomic determinants of drug disposition and response determined in studies
conducted in adults may not extrapolate directly to pediatric patients. The reasons for this
are not immediately apparent, but may be related to unidentified developmental factors, the
difference between healthy volunteers versus children with medical conditions, or the
presence of exogenous factors such as concurrent medications. As a priori knowledge of
when adult pharmacogenomic biomarkers can or cannot be applied to children, can not be
predicted at the present time, there is a compelling argument for relevant studies to be
conducted in the specific patient population for which the drug is to be used.

Addressing the gap in pediatric biomarkers
As described above, there are multiple challenges when considering an appropriate pediatric
biomarker. Desirable pediatric biomarkers should be developed as pertaining to children
while addressing ontogeny and changes in phenotypic gene expression appreciated in a
cohort (Box 2). Below are two examples that address specific challenges when assessing
heterogeneous disease processes in children and offer potential solutions in the discovery of
future biomarkers.

Folate disruption by methotrexate in JIA
JIA, a persistent inflammatory arthritis of childhood, is one of the most common rheumatic
diseases in children. JIA manifests as several clinically heterogeneous disease subtypes that
make classification complex, requiring international efforts to develop an agreed upon
clinical classification system [59]. The heterogeneity in disease phenotype supports
variability in disease pathogenesis, which has prompted the investigation of cellular and
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genetic biomarkers to enhance not only an understanding of disease pathogenesis but also
improve disease classification and response to therapy [26,60]. The challenges in developing
clear disease phenotypes in a childhood disease with low prevalence result in expensive and
logistically challenging studies to execute, which has impacted research advancements in the
field.

These challenges also extend to investigations related to therapeutics in JIA. Methotrexate
(MTX), the first-choice, second-line therapy in JIA was shown to be safe and effective in
children with juvenile rheumatoid arthritis (previous term for JIA) resistant to NSAIDs in a
double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled study [61]. However, despite some of the
most rigorous data to suggest its efficacy, there is still significant inter-individual variability
in drug response and toxicity that remains unexplained. Drug dose ranges also vary
considerably between adults and children, with children receiving higher absolute doses of
MTX (per kilogram of body weight). Since the onset of action of the drug takes several
months to take effect, there is a lag time in drug response that allows the patient to be
vulnerable to drug toxicity. This shift in the risk: benefit ratio early in treatment is an
opportune example of a scenario where a biomarker predictive of drug response would
prove clinically meaningful.

MTX is a folate antagonist that upon entry into cells becomes polyglutamated (MTXGlun), a
process that is thought to play a role in intracellular retention of the drug and enhance target
enzyme inhibition [62,63]. Measurement of the polyglutamated form of the drug
intracellularly, typically in erythrocytes, has been found to be more useful than serum levels
of MTX, which are rapidly undetectable and lack correlation with outcome or drug dose
[64,65]. Greater concentrations of long-chain MTXGlu3–5 have been shown to correlate
with improved outcomes in adult rheumatoid arthritis patients [66], and increased risk of
liver and gastrointestinal toxicity in children [67]. No correlations have been observed
between concentrations of long-chain MTXGlun and drug efficacy in children with JIA
[67,68], a finding that remains unexplained. As there is likely a continuum of drug-related
antifolate effects ranging from efficacy to toxicity, one physiologic aspect that may impact
this continuum is inter-individual variability in folate status at the time treatment with MTX
is initiated, especially in children where the balance between folate supply and demand may
change during growth and development.

Folate has been identified as a B vitamin that is involved in several important cellular
activities including purine and pyrimidine synthesis [62,69], and remethylation of
homocysteine to methionine [70]. Folate deficiency during pregnancy is associated with
increased risk of cleft lip and palate, congenital heart defects and neural tube defects [71],
and later in life a potentially increased risk of cardiovascular disease [72]. As children age,
folate needs change with growth and development, and it has been shown that both serum
and intracellular folate concentrations decrease with age [73]. Therefore, the increased doses
of MTX (relative to weight) that are required in children for clinical efficacy may be related
to increased baseline folate concentrations that must be targeted by MTX in this population.

With this in mind, it may be more appropriate to measure the antifolate effect of MTX
across the age continuum, and explore how changes in folate in response to MTX correlate
with drug outcome. Further investigation will then require identification and characterization
of factors that modulate this variability in folate homeostasis, such as variation in an
individual's genotype related to the folate pathway, clinical demographic characteristics,
dose and route of drug administration, and baseline folate status before starting the drug.
Taking into account how a physiologic biomarker such as folate may change with age in
conjunction with changes related to the drug of interest will allow for a more accurate and
clinically meaningful biomarker of MTX response.
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Noninvasive technique to assess histamine response
Antihistamines are widely used in pediatrics with approximately 10% of US children in any
given week using an antihistamine for a variety of allergic (e.g., seasonal allergic rhinitis
and atopic dermatitis) and nonallergic (e.g., infection-associated rhinitis, nasal congestion,
cough, emesis and sedation) conditions [74]. The pharmacologic activity of orally
administered H1-antagonists is commonly assessed by measuring suppression of the
cutaneous wheal and flare response stimulated by intradermal or epicutaneous
administration of histamine [75,76]. Commonly referred to as the ‘skin prick test,’
epicutaneous histamine is considered the ‘gold standard’ for pharmacodynamic assessment
of antihistamine response in both children and adults by assessing the onset, maximal
activity and duration of antihistamine effect as a function of the administered dose [77].
Histamine is introduced into the skin via a small break in the skin using a ‘prick’ or
‘puncture’ device, and results in a small area of swelling (wheal) and erythema (flare)
appear within minutes. The diameter of the wheal and flare response is then measured
manually, and reductions in diameter following antihistamine administration is used as a
pharmacodynamic assessment of response. The extent of the wheal and flare response to
epicutaneous histamine correlates with dermal concentrations of H1-receptor antagonists and
resolution of allergic rhinitis symptoms [76,78]. The apparent simplicity of this approach
has led to relatively widespread use. However, when used as a quantitative biomarker of
histamine pharmacodynamics, epicutaneous histamine has significant limitations. Major
sources of variability include:

• Differences in devices used to administer histamine and resultant wheal and flare
response

• Differences in methods for measuring the wheal and flare response

• Differences inherent to inter-operator variability in placement of histamine and
measurement

In addition, the epicutaneous histamine method is not amenable to continuous measurement
of response, and is relatively invasive, especially for children.

An alternative approach, iontophoresis, has been widely used to administer various agents to
the superficial skin surface, including lidocaine and histamine. Laser Doppler flowmetry has
been used to assess microvasculature changes related to various physiologic and
pathophysiologic conditions, as well as in response to cutaneous and systemic
administration of various agents, including histamine [79]. Coupling histamine iontophoresis
with laser Doppler flowmetry (HILD) permits continuous measurement of the dynamic
changes in vasodilatation and consequent increase in blood flow that occur upon histamine
challenge, leading to a more robust and accurate measurement of response to histamine
compared with the prick test [80]. HILD has been used to assess cutaneous histamine
response and antihistamine pharmacodynamics in adults [81]. The noninvasive delivery of a
fixed dose of histamine into the skin followed by an objective and continuous measurement
of blood flow also reduces variability related to inter-operator differences in histamine
application and other limitations of epicutaneous testing.

In a recent evaluation of HILD at our institution, the method was validated in a cohort of
adult subjects via comparison to epicutaneous histamine. A linear association was observed
between HILD maximal blood flow and AUC (r2 = 0.69; p < 0.05), which is reflective of
internal validity of the method. Correlation was found between AUC via epicutaneous
histamine testing and HILD (r2 = 0.58; p < 0.05). Based on these findings, it appears that
HILD is capable of demonstrating magnitude and response rate to histamine. It was also
found that HILD is only minimally irritating as indicated by a total mean numerical itch
score of 25 (scale 1–100) and a mean duration of itch of 8 min [82]. In ongoing studies
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being conducted in children with allergic rhinitis, preliminary results indicate that blood
flow versus time curves and numerical itch ratings are similar to those observed in adults.
The noninvasive nature of HILD testing makes it attractive as an objective and continuous
assessment of microvasculature response to histamine, and thus an ideal technique for
assessing the pharmacodynamic response to antihistamines in children and adults. Further
validation in the pediatric population as well as studies to determine the intra-individual
variation of the technique are needed to further validate this method for use in real world
pharmacodynamic assessment.

Conclusion & future perspective
Innovative approaches are essential to adequately discover and validate biomarkers suitable
for children, as extrapolation of adult biomarker data to children results in delays in clinical
implementation due to the additional validation studies required to ascertain the impact of
ontogeny on biomarker expression and, thus, interpretation of the results. Instead, we
propose that research for pediatric-specific biomarkers should begin with children. The
potential benefit of biomarker discovery efforts targeted to pediatric diseases is the
identification of pathways unique to pathogenesis of the pediatric form of disease, with the
possibility of uncovering novel targets for future drug development. Recent advances in
genomic markers of childhood-onset asthma are prime examples of the potential in this area
[20]. This effort will require a multifaceted approach that includes multicenter, collaborative
programs to increase the sample size of relatively uncommon diseases; indeed, the National
Institute of Child Health and Human Development has recognized the need in this area, and
recently released a Funding Opportunity Announcement, PAR-11–322 ‘Biomarkers:
bridging pediatric and adult therapeutics.’ Integration of research into clinical care settings
can improve the categorization and phenotypic description of disease processes unique to
children by standardizing clinical evaluation and documentation. Creation of biological
sample repositories paired with deidentified electronic medical record data have the
potential to provide rich repositories from which data can be extracted and analyzed for
exploratory investigations. Sophisticated techniques including metabolomics and
proteomics, which involve the measurement of complete metabolite and peptide profiles at
the cellular level, have been underutilized in children to date but hold promise in providing
fresh insight into disease processes.

This integrated approach is not limited to children. Senescence results in disease variability
not observed in younger adults, and the elderly are a potential population under-represented
when normative adult values for biomarkers are initially investigated. Adapting a
comprehensive approach for biomarker discovery and validation will result in personalized
biomarkers that can accommodate patient-to-patient variability and avoid the currently
accepted and inadequate ‘one size fits all’ approach.
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Box 1

Examples of commonly utilized laboratory tests with age-dependent
reference ranges

Hematology

• Factors V and IX

• Hemoglobin

• Partial thromboplastin time

• Prothrombin time

Hepatology

• Alkaline phosphatase

• Aspartate aminotransferase

• γ-glutamyl transpeptidase

• Indirect bilirubin

Endocrine

• IGF-1

• Follicle-stimulating hormone

• Luteinizing hormone

• Thyroxine

Immunology/renal

• White blood cell count

• Immunoglobulins (IgA, IgM, IgG and IgE)

• Complement C3 and C4

• Creatinine
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Box 2

Characteristics of an ideal pediatric biomarker

• Noninvasive

• Applicable to pediatric-specific diseases

• Results correspond with age-dependent physiologic changes

• Cost effective

• Well-established pediatric normative values
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Executive summary

Use of biomarkers in children

• Biomarkers are beneficial in the assessment and management of many pediatric
diseases.

• Pediatricians commonly manage pediatric diseases, such as lead toxicity,
infection, renal disease and juvenile diabetes, with the aid of biomarkers.

Consideration of growth & development is critical for pediatric biomarker
development & validation

• Growth and development (ontogeny) impacts almost all factors and systems
from organ function to drug disposition and clinical response to therapy.

• Commonly utilized biomarkers are directly influenced by human development.

Adult biomarkers for pediatric diseases: not always the answer

• Reference ranges of many standard laboratory tests vary according to age as
compared with a single standard adult reference value.

• The pathogenesis of disease is often different in children compared with adults,
and some diseases only occur in children. Therefore, development of pediatric-
specific biomarkers is essential.

Genomic markers of disease in children

• The low incidence rate of many pediatric disorders results in modest sample
sizes making the identification of genetic disease associations challenging.

• Future biomarker discovery and validation in children will benefit from
multicenter collaborative efforts.

Ontogeny & assessment of pharmacogenomic biomarkers in children

• Although an individual's genotype is invariant during one's lifetime, phenotypic
expression of genes changes during growth and development.

• Anticipated genotype–phenotype relationships based on adult experience are not
necessarily observed in children until the gene product is fully expressed during
childhood.

Addressing the gap in pediatric biomarkers

• Specific challenges arise when assessing heterogeneous disease processes in
children.

• A potential marker of methotrexate response in children with juvenile idiopathic
arthritis is folate concentration, which varies with age.

• Histamine iontophoresis with laser Doppler flowmetry may serve as an
objective, reliable and noninvasive test for assessing microvasculature response
to histamine, making it the ideal technique for assessing the pharmacodynamic
response to antihistamines in children.

Conclusion

• Pediatric biomarkers should be developed specifically for children and well-
recognized developmental changes in children must be considered.

• Validated pediatric biomarkers are vital in caring for the pediatric patient.
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• Collaborative efforts are essential in developing appropriate biomarkers specific
to children.
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Figure 1. Ontogeny of renal function: glomerular filtration rate
GFR values (ml/min/1.73 m2) are presented for infants born preterm at various gestational
ages in weeks, and for term infants, children and adolescents with postnatal ages from 0
days to 19 years. Values for GFR were obtained from [14].
GA: Gestational age; GFR: Glomerular filtration rate; SGA: Small for gestational age.
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Figure 2. Relative contribution of liver and kidney mass to total body mass changes with age
Age-dependent change in ratio between (A) liver mass and total body mass, and (B) kidney
mass and total body mass for males and females aged 1 day to 19 years. Values for liver
mass at a given age were obtained from [83], and kidney mass was derived from the sum of
right and left kidney values in [83]. Corresponding values for body weight in kilograms
represent the values for the 50th percentile obtained from the 28 November 2000 revision of
growth charts for males and females developed by the National Center for Health Statistics
in collaboration with the National Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health
Promotion [101]. (A) A comprehensive analysis of developmental changes in liver volume
and a model to predict liver volume in pediatric populations has been published previously
[84].
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